
ZEYNEP YILMAZTÜRK
Architect

ABOUT

I am a highly motivated person for doing 
researches, and producing related works.
For me it is also important to finalize a 
research with a solid outcome, which can 
be an applicable project such as an exhibtion,
a book, an integrated work with other 
paparticipants.I have a great ability to organize 
myself and my works, due to this I can 
manage to work on multiple tasks easily. 
During my bachelor in architecture, I had 
a chance to work with international people 
and different disciplines based on my 
projects. I enjoy in both group and individual
works.  works.  

EXPERIENCE

Founder - Architectural photographer   
References: Archilovers, Designboom, Dezeen, Divisare,

ZY ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY (2018 - Present)

-Visual arts director  
Toptalent.co (2018 - 2020)

-Freelance Architect
Communicating with clients about the needs and the process of the project.
Designing interior spaces and controlling the application process of the design.
Projects: C.Ö House bathroom design & application
               Mercedes Service lobby design

Prizma Mimarlık (2019 - 2020)

-Intern
Working on the storyboard and creation of the episode about Brazil.
Destruction of Bento Rodriguez, which is under protect of UNESCO after the explosion of the dam, is 
focussed in the episode of Brazil.
*ICORP on the Road is a project focusing on cultural heritage sites in danger around the world. The aim of 
the project is to document these sites by filming, and to represent it with academic writings to comissions.

ICOMOS - *ICORP on the Road (2020)

-Intern architect
Controlling construction process and scheduling workers
Making mold calculations
Organizing progress payments

Mes Yatırım (2018)

-Intern architect
Designing a cultural center for a living zone within a gentrification project
Designing the landscape according to the relationship between apartments and common areas
Producing graphic materials, models, and renders for meetings

DB Architects (2017)

-Intern architect 
Doing surveys of cistern walls, and recent findings before they are taken out from the ground
Making calculations by using total station and nivo

Küçükyalı Arkeopark (2016) - Only active urban archeology site in Istanbul Asian side 

-Participant
Designing and developing alternative housing systems for massive housing
Producing graphic materials for representing the ideas

Avi Friedman Workshop - Thinking Outside of the Box on Housing (2017)

-Participant
Researching Pera zone and its development through out the history
Exploring the urban tissue of Karaköy, and its reflections to social life
Exploring the social life and daily practices, and their reflections to urban tissue
Determining different dynamics of Karaköy, and finding how these dynamics modify the urban settlement
Offering a design solution for the given area.

International Urban Design Workshop: Karaköy Urban Façade (2019)

CONTACT

www.zeynepyilmazturk.co

+45 50659798

z.yilmazturk@hotmail.com

LANGUAGE

Turkish

Portuguese

English

Spanish

German

SKILLS

EDUCATION

Uskudar American Academy (2010-2015)
Member of National Honor Society (NHS)

Ozyegin University (2015-2019)
Bachelor of Architecture

Architecture Faculty of University of Porto-FAUP (2017-2018)
           Exchange Student

Aarhus University (2020-2022)
           Masters of Sustainable Heritage Management



PUBLICATIONS

PERSONAL WORKS 

-Artist    Publication on Arkitera, A5 Magazine
P-Articulate is a  composed of several photographs that I had taken, and illustrations that I 
made on them. P-Articulate focuses on the articulation elements in an architectural piece. By 
illustrating abstract buildings around them, I seek to create a new scale for the articulation 
elements, and to put a new meaning on them rather than just providing articulation between 
spaces.

P- Articulate - Solo Exhibition (2018) Porto

-Speaker   Photography as an Expression in Architecture
Meeting with workshop partcipants, and explaining them how they can relate photography and 
architecture with my professional works as well as worldwide known photographers.

Turkish Chamber of Architects Workshop: İmkansız Yol Tarifleri (2018) Istanbul

-Producer  
Photographic documentation of Theodosius Cistern restoration and renovation project
Supporting the photographs by scientific information obtained from the restorator and related thesises
Publishing a book which contains photographs and information about the restoration methods and process
Working on its exhibition which will be held in March. 

Theodosius Cistern Documentation (2018-2019) Istanbul

-Director & Producer    Official Selection “41.16° | -8.74”     
“41.16° | -8.74” is a short-film discovering Álvaro Siza’s architectural approach to Faculty of
Architecture of University of Porto with a fictional scenario.

Arquiteturas Film Festival (2018) Lisbon

Restore Müzik Festivali - on Arkitera (2020)
Yazınsal Bir Yeniden Tasarım - on Arkitera (2020)
“Architecture of Infinity Üzerine” - on Arkitektüel (2020)

-”... İzinde Denizli” ( Denizli by Following ...”)    Award of New and Creative Idea   
Offering an idea of creating specific travelling routes for Denizli, including its cultural,natural, 
historical, architectural heritage with the name of “... İzinde Denizli”. 
e.g: an architectural travelling route called Cengiz Bektaş* İzinde Denizli (Denizli by Following 
Cengiz Bektaş) 
* Cengiz Bektaş is a world wide known Turkish architect from Denizli

GESİFED (Southern Aegean Industry and Business Federeation) An Aegean Story Idea Contest (2020) 

-Assistant
Ozyegin University DCA ( Design Communication Association) Conference (2016)

-Participant
Doing a survey of an old Greek house
Exploring the house type, the use of space in the house, and how these are connected to the 
overall island conditions and daily life on the island.

Gokceada Design Workshop (2016)

HOBBIES


